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Instructional/Training Resources &
Materials
Posted on August 1, 2010 by Editor
CLASS MANUAL
“The Relationships between Ethos and Persona”
Diablo II Lord of Destruction—A Manual for Play
David Georgina, PhD
Composition and Academic Writing
Class Manual for Playing Diablo II Lord of Destruction
This Expansion Pack’s addition to Diablo II offers new characters (good and evil), new player
functions, and new a narrative used to set the stage for the climatic ending. The last Prime Evil is
still loosed upon the world of Sanctuary; our hero’s mission is to stop him.
High Concept
Diablo II Lord of Destruction offers the players the most basic of all oppositions—Good versus
Evil. In order to save the entire planet from destruction and free the populace from tyranny, the
player must conquer evil by solving quests, battling monsters, in order to become a stronger and
more efficient hero, who must ultimately defeat the three brothers of Prime Evil.
Overview
 
“Since the beginning of time, the forces of Order and Chaos have been engaged in an eternal
struggle to decide the fate of all Creation. That struggle has now come to the Mortal Realm…
and neither Man, Demon, nor Angel will be left unscathed…. (Blizzard Entertainment, par.1,
2009)
This is a hack-n-slash game that takes place in a middle age-style world where legions of
demons and the undead are brought into the public sphere in order to assist their masters, the
three Prime Evils—Mephisto , Diablo, and Baal—from slowly taking over human civilization. The
players’ missions are to kill the evil brothers and save the world called Sanctuary. In this
expansion pack version, players will face a new series of quests and challenges to prevent the
vile minions of the underworld from destroying their world of.
Diablo II Lord of Destruction Expansion Pack introduces a new brother Prime Evil—Baal as a new
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chapter is added into the storyline. Diablo II ended with the player defeating Diablo and learning
that one more Prime Evil still exists. The hero must follow the path of Baal into the Barbarian
Highlands of the north, “Traveling with hordes of demonic minions, Baal intends to corrupt the
powerful Worldstone, which protects the whole of the mortal plane from the forces of Hell”
(Blizzard Entertainment, par.2). The hero must prevent Baal from reaching Mount Surrat and
ultimately, the Worldstone in order to save Sanctuary. The hero is assisted with non-player
characters (NCP) that initiate quests, fix and sell weapons and armor, offer advice, and heal the
hero.
The “Expansion Pack” introduces two new heroes—the Assassin (female skilled at martial arts)
and the Druid (male shape-changer, controller of the elements). Also players will find new
challenges and new rewards as they venture into the mountains of the mountainous terrain in
the Barbarian’s highland of the North. Game options include: player-to-player venturing and
interactions through the gaming interface, as well as, online interactions with players from around
the world with free access to battle.net. In this game, the learner plays by choosing the Avatar
(hero) who best fits the learners desired skills and abilities, and must defeat Baal (last of the Prime
Evils) by completing a series of quests and challenges which serve to enhance player skills and
increase life levels to their avatar.
Learner Characteristics
The point of view (POV) of the player actually shifts from first person to third person. The majority
of the time a player is active within the game (questing, killing, dialoguing with other avatars and
players), the POV is third person. However, when a player chooses to examine their Avatar’s
personal inventory and character skills, they do so in first person POV. All of the cinematic clips
are delivered from a first person narrative (this character is NOT an avatar, but serves to expand
the storyline through narrative).
Players play
The learner chooses an avatar from a list of characters accessed when beginning the game.
There are seven character avatars to choose from: the women include the Amazon, the
Sorcerer, and the Assassin; the men include the Necromancer, the Barbarian, the Paladin, and
the Druid (screenshot #1). Each avatar has special strengths, powers, and skills that the player
can choose to learn and add too as the player progresses. The avatars also each have Life
Force (life) and Mana (magic) which can be strengthened with potions. Life and Mana drain as
the player completes tasks. The learner controls when an avatar needs Life/Magic
replenishment. One of the original Diablo II characters has been selected—the Necromancer.
After naming the avatar, the player has the choice of selecting “Expansion Character” or
“Hardcore”. If the player chooses the Expansion Character and the avatar is killed and the player
the game will save the avatar (stripped of all weapons, armors, gold….) back at the home base.
The player is then able to re-fit the avatar and continue game play. If the player chooses
“Hardcore”, the avatar dies and the game ends. Everything gained in the game is lost; the player
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must choose a new avatar and begin a new game.
Avatar Selection (Screenshot #1)
Intended Audience
The audience for this game is rated by Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESAB) at Mature
17+ for animated blood, gore, and violence (www.esrb.org). This game is well suited for use in a
college level composition, literature, or history course.
Interface Design & Interactivity
The interface design and interactivity of this Expansion Pack (addition to the Diablo II Lord of
Destruction game) contains the same point and click, smart keyboard, drop down menus, drag
and drop options as the original game. The player has many options for interactions with the
avatar, and NCPs throughout this game. For example, the player can choose to load life and
mana potions into a belt. This is done by dragging and dropping the potions into the empty slots
of the belt, which can be accessed by clicking upon the Inventory slot on the players screen. Or
the player may want to interact with a NCP, this requires the player to move the avatar until
he/she is next to the NCP; the player then clicks on the NCP and chooses from a drop down
menu (see Screenshot #2).
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(NPC interaction, Screenshot #2)
Accesses to other menus include clicking on one of the seven small boxes: Character, Inventory,
Skill Tree, Automap, Dialogue (with other players in the game), Quest, and Exit. The learner may
also access these menus by using the Smart Keyboard. This option can be assessed by clicking
on the “H” key (H for help) and selecting from the preprogrammed designations or by changing
the keyboard designations to suit the player (Screenshot #3). Keys are usually coded with simple
letter recognition: I = Inventory, S = Skill Tree, Q = Quest Log, C = Character Attributes, etc.
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Smart Keyboard (screenshot #3)
The F keys (F1 through F12) may also be used and accessed by the player to change or add
unique skills for each character. The number keys may also be used and are associated with Life
and Mana potions in the avatar’s belt. A player need only choose a number key and the Life or
Mana potion associated with that number key will be used by the avatar. This feature comes in
handy when fighting a particularly strong demon or monster.
Other Interactive Features
Moving the avatar hero throughout the game’s geographic layouts requires two actions by the
player. The first is to click the place or spot where the player wants to move to avatar. The
avatar will move to that selected spot. The second and more maneuverable way to move the
avatar is to click and hold the mouse while moving the cursor on the screen. The avatar will
follow the motions of the cursor. For instance, if the player wants to move the avatar around a
chest found in the middle of a field, then the player simply clicks and hold the mouse and moves
the cursor about the chest. The avatar will circle around the chest. Another means for the player
to move their avatar is by use of portals.
Every area within the level has one “Waypoint” or teleportation pad. Waypoints allow the avatar
to move from one area to another; however Waypoints cannot be accessed unless the avatar
steps directly upon the pad to activate them. Waypoints allow travel from one Waypoint to
another (from the Stony Field’s Waypoint pad to the Rouge Encampment’s Waypoint pad). The
player is not allowed to use Waypoints in areas the avatar has not been. There are a total of
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eight Waypoints on each level. Avatars may also teleport back to the home (in first level it is
known as the Rouge Encampment) with the use of Teleport Scrolls known as Town Portals.
Players collect Town Portal scrolls as they find them in the game. At the last level, players may
purchase Teleport scrolls from NPC in the Barbarian Highlands. Teleportation of objects may also
be done by avatars with special scrolls or by avatars with the teleportation skill—Sorceress,
Necromancer.
Players are able to pick up items simply by clicking on the item; if their inventory has room the
item will automatically be entered, if not, the item will drop back to the ground. If the items are a
weapon or a piece of armor and the player has an empty slot for the armor or weapon, then the
item will be installed into that slot. This is one way to populate the inventory slots with weapons
and armor for the avatar. Players can also choose to move their avatars at a faster pace by
using the R key for run, or by clicking the run icon on the mini panel display. One or two
advanced character skills deal with movement for each avatar; the skill can be leaping long
distances, increased speed and stamina, teleporting close ranges, and various forms of attacking
enemies with fervor and ferocity.
Game Management
Most functions of the game are controlled with simple mouse clicking or the completion of a
quest, challenge, or level. Point and click mouse action opens the game. Selecting options
allows the player to choose which format to use (Screenshot #4). The initial opening of the game
begins with an animated video of the narrator expressing his concern for the world and espousing
his story. This is how the player learns the narrative of the Diablo II saga. (The Cinematics can be
selected any time.)
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Game Management Opening (Screenshot #4)
After each level is completed (a demon or one of the brothers is killed) a new video chapter plays
revealing more about the Prime Evils and the characters. The videos are transitional and can be
replayed by clicking on the cinematic option when a player starts or returns to the game. Other
game management follows:
Once the player’s avatar has been killed, the player is automatically returned to the Home
port (each level has its own home port).
If the player chooses to end the game, everything is reset for the return play. For instance,
if the player leaves the first quest in the first level, all the demons killed will reappear when
the player returns.
Player’s avatar is auto-saved every five minutes.
Player’s avatar is also saved any time any player leaves the game, as well as when
you quit the game.
Player’s avatar is saved if you are disconnected from your Internet connection, and it
is also saved if your system crashes mid-game.
Goals that have been accomplished and skill levels and player points achieved will not be
lost and will continue to increase once player returns to the game.
If in multi-player mode or in Battle.net (online version of game) the player may dialogue with
other players simply by clicking the Message Log (or in battle net the Speak icon).
In multi-player modes, players are able to exchange or trade items.
Saving the game
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Limitations include not being able to save the game exactly as it is when you leave it.
The game will always repopulate challenges already completed. Using the Waypoints
allow the avatar to return to the area last played. Also, in single player mode it is not
possible to save items found for other avatars created.
Tools and their Use
Player: Tools for the player include: player to player texting (or when in Battle.net and multi-
player mode direct communication is allowed through headsets); maps that overlay he
scene and show where an Avatar has ventured; smart key set-up allowing the player to
set the key and mouse functions.
Avatar: The tools of the Avatar are the means to win challenges and complete quests. All
weapons, armor, potions, scrolls, can be purchased, traded, and/or found in chests or
taken from fallen monsters or (in multi-player games) from other players. All the tools can
be sold for cash when a character needs to purchase more effective equipment.
Weapons: A vast array of weapons are contained within the play of the game,
including: knives, swords, lances, spears bow and arrows, cross bows, scepters,
staffs, maces, clubs, wands…. Some of the weapons are specific for only one
character; others can be used by all the characters if they have the skill levels
necessary. Weapons are often limited for use by skill levels. The following categories
for weapons are also true for armor:
Magic Weapons glow with a blue aura and have special powers that can increase
both skill and characteristics of an Avatar.
Special Weapons give off a yellow aura and the most powerful of all weapons.
Gemmed Weapons have open sockets which require the player to insert any series
of gems or magic totems, or skulls—increasing their attack, defense, magic, and
poison abilities.
Challenge Weapons while most weapons are used to kill monsters and the undead,
Challenge Weapons have additional uses; for example, in the third stage of the
game, players are required to gain access to a portal which leads to the Prime Evil
brother Mephisto. In order to pass though the hidden stairway portal, the player must
assemble a weapon made from parts of a mage’s body (eye, brain, heart). These
parts are collected throughout the challenges and are combined through the use of
the Horadrics Cube.
Horadrics Cube: The cube has the power to create magic items and can be used
with other items found) to make newer more powerful weapons. It is found during
the second stage and is needed in order to create the weapon which unlocks the
power of the sun in order to break through a doom wall and fight with a Prime Evil.
Armor: A necessary tool which is available in all types and strengths, from leather to
reinforced steel—Helmets, Breasts Plates, Full Body Suits, Grieves (gloves), Boots,
Shields… the only hindrance to wearing armor is that the Avatar must have achieved
a minimum skill Strength levels. Level are increased by progressing in the game,
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magically imbued items and by completing challenges. Some of the armor is
enhanced with Magic adding to both Characteristics and Skill levels, some Special
armor is specific for one character, and some are accessible to all characters. Often
armor, like weapons and potions, are limited to use by skill levels.
Amulets: The power necklaces can enhance any skill or characteristic once worn.
They are part of the basic “outfit” for the Avatars and can be sold for cash
Scrolls are magic and can give the player a one time advantage through their use.
Some of the scrolls found are: Town Portals, Identity, Fire Walls, Invisibility,
Transportation, Maps… Scrolls resemble the powers of the magic wielding
characters.
Potions can contain explosives and poisons but are mostly of two main types: Life
and Mana.
Wells contain either rejuvenating Life powers (blood red in color), or refilling Mana
powers (blue for magic). The player moves the Avatar to the well and the energy is
transferred by touch.
Shrines are located in every stage of play, once touched by the Avatar they release
their special powers. These special powers include, armor boosts, rate of speed
boots, defense boosts, offense boosts, and increased skill levels… the special
powers only last a few minutes but can be used to help defeat a monster and end a
quest.
Challenges and Quests
Like all good hack-n-slash games (or as I like to call them chop-n-shop) the player is
required to complete a series of challenges and quests. The net result of completing these
challenges and quests is a stronger, more capable Avatar—more capable of killing the
monsters, demons, undead and Prime Evils. As mentioned in the overview, quests and
challenges become more difficult as the player progresses.
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 Acts I-V This show Act V (Screenshot #5)
Storyline
The original Diablo II game opens with a voice-over video of an Inn somewhere in the
frozen Mountains. Many motley characters are enjoying drinks and food in the dimly lit bar.
The door swings open and a tired bedraggled man slouches in towards the fireplace; his
sword hangs limply from his hand. He slumps into a chair as other characters being to
chide him… bait him… until he reacts by standing up. As he stands, the others continue to
laugh at is carriage—that is until the walls erupt in flames and slugs pour from the
floorboards as demon skeletons attack the patrons of the bar. The stranger moves out of
the room and stops before the narrator (who apparently has been in the bar/Inn all along);
the stranger beckons the narrator—a frail man of non-descript assent) to follow and the
video ends with the Inn in flames and the narrator skulking behind the stranger.
In the Expansion pack version, the first Act begins with that same narrator in a cell of
insane asylum. The narrator has received a visitor who he believes to be the Angel Teriel.
The narrator then begins to tell the Angel his story—one act at time with a total of five
Acts. The entire game takes place while being narrated (cinematic transitions between
Acts) by the old man’s memory, until the added 5th Act, which ends with the destruction
of a power, called the World Stone. Each act is a chapter in the story of how Diablo and
his evil brothers, Mephisto and Baal come to power. Your job as a player is to complete
the many quests within each chapter and ultimately kill the evil brothers.
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Game Play
The game can be played on three levels—Normal, Nightmare, and Hell. The player can
only access the levels previously won and the next level up; if the player has just completed
the Normal level, they will have access to either Normal or Nightmare. Each level contains
five Acts (Screenshot #5) and each Act is built upon eight stages (Screenshot #6), not
including the Home—In Act I the Home is the rouge’s Encampment. The Home area is
where interactions among Avatar and Town’s people allow for healing, equipment repair,
purchase, quests, challenges….
Act I takes place at the Rouge’s Encampment (Home stage) and offers the quest for
killing Andariel, evil sorceress, who blocks all paths to the East—and the East is
where the hero must journey to unravel the mysteries of the game.
Act II takes place in the desert town of Lut Galai and reveals the locations of the
Prime Evils.
Act III brings the player to the ocean side docks of the jungle port Kurast where the
player ultimately meets and must kill the First Prime Evil—Mephisto.
Act IV is in the heaven protected area between Sanctuary (world’s name) and Hell
called the Pandemonium Fortress; the most difficult Prime Evil reigns in an
abandoned fortress—Diablo.
Act V opens in the highlands of the Barbarian’s home near Mount Sarrat, here the
player must save the world and kill the last Prime Evil—Baal.
 Stages of Act I Accessed by Rouge’s Encampment Waypoint
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(Screenshot #6)
In Act I, there are six major quests—Den of Evil, Sister’s Burial Grounds, The Search for
Cain, The Forgotten Tower, Tools of the Trade, and Sisters to the Slaughter. However, the
player will encounter min-challenges while trying to complete the quest. Most mini-
challenges consist of fighting powerful evil demons or monsters. The game is composed of
stages within each Act which contain the challenges/quests that the Avatar must win. For
example, Act I has eight stages: Cold Plains, Stony Field, Dark Wood, Black Marsh, Outer
Cloister, Jail Level One, Inner Cloister and Catacomb (Screenshot #5). Each stage may
contain two to three min-levels, and may have a major quest or challenge. The Avatar
enters the game stripped without armor and with one weapon of very little power. From
the first challenge (to rid the caves beneath the encampment of all the monsters) the
player is required to kill monsters and find equipment, potions, scrolls in order to better
equip the Avatar or for cash use later on (to purchase better equipment). The Avatar must
return to the Home in order to receive new directions and instructions from the NCPs.
NCP Companion
In Act I, the Avatar wins a companion by defeating the evil Blood Raven (quest #2). Most
of the Acts allow for a change of companion: In Act one, the companions are Rouge
Archers; in Act II, the companions are Desert Mercenaries who wield a spear; Act III offers
more mercenaries but these wield swords; Act IV does not allow for a change of
companion; Act V has barbarians with swords. It is necessary for the game play to outfit
the NCP with a weapon and armor. The NCP companion is a very useful game attribute
because it will interact with the surroundings and move to protect the Avatar. The
companion and the Avatar do not directly interact; the movement of the Avatar determines
the placement and subsequent movement of the NCP companion (Screenshot #7).
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 NCP Companion—Rouge Archer (Screenshot #7)
While the player can change the NCP companion in most of the Acts, I prefer to keep the
Rouge Archer and accumulate life and strength for the NCP as the game progresses.
General information about the NCP companions includes:
Limited ability to move on their own accord, they basically follow the Avatar’s path
with some preprogrammed movement.
They shoot whenever they encounter enemies
Added offense and defense to the game play
Ability for the NCP companion to shoot long distances
Special powers like freezing blast, or fireballs, or increased defense to the Avatar
Ability to use magic, special or gemmed weapons and armor
If the player chooses to swap the NCP companion for a different one, it is best to
remove all armor and weapons and then select the new NCP companion, otherwise
all the equipment will be lost.
Avatars
There are seven character avatars to choose from: the women include the Amazon, the
Sorcerer, and the Assassin; the men include the Necromancer, the Barbarian, the Paladin,
and the Druid. Each avatar has special strengths and powers and skills that you can
choose to learn and add to as you progress with each quest. The Avatars also each have
Life Force and Mana (magic) which can be strengthen with potions. Life and Mana drain as
you do tasks. As the avatar moves through each challenge or quest, the player has the
opportunity to collect armor, weapons, scrolls, gems, potions, life and mana—thus
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increasing the overall effectiveness of the avatar. The Avatar also gains in skills and
characteristics.
While Skills are Character/Avatar specific, Characteristics among all the Avatars remain the
same, the Characteristics are: Strength, Dexterity, Vitality, and Energy. For example in the
Characteristics first Column for the Barbarian, it is easy to see that this character relies
more upon Strength and Vitality (see Screenshot #8) than the Sorceress, who relies upon
Dexterity and Energy. The second column in the Characteristics panel (accessed by smart
key C or by clicking the mini-panel) shows the level and type of weapon use. Each of
these is associated with a characteristic. For the Barbarian: Strength = double swing
damage and leap attach damage (damage); Vitality is linked with the form of attack—
double swing attack rating and leap attach rating (attacks rating); Dexterity is linked with
stamina and life points; Energy is linked with mana (magic use). Each time a quest or
challenge is accomplished, the player is able to add to their skill and character levels. This
is important because as the player moves through the challenges, they will need to have
heartier more aggressive Avatars.
The role of the Avatar is reinforced by the player identification to the character. When the
Avatar is killed by a monster or (as is usually the case) a group of monsters, the player
experiences the loss as more than problematic failure or strategy. Rehak talks about the
“I” within the Avatar by identifying six necessary elements that are vital in successful
Avatarial operations.
1. player indentifies with onscreen avatar
2. physical interface allowing player control of the avatar
3. rules of engagement which govern play—concerning the whole of the games
sensory intent, including visual, aural, narrative, plot, character interactions….
4. extra gaming effects (timing, scoring, music…) in which only the player has conscious
awareness. The avatar is unaware of these additional constraints and effects.
5. frequent deaths of the avatar
6. the continuous breaking of the player/avatar connection, requires that the player
reestablish control of the avatar—subsuming their own identity to that of the game
play, thus allowing (teaching) the player to learn how to navigate, strategize, control
the avatar in a more advantageous manner (pg. 111).
 
 Characteristics and Skills (Screenshot #8)
I believe that this constant interaction or growing the Avatar—becoming, dying, re-
becoming of the Avatarial state is what drives the player’s identification with the Avatarial
performance. This process is a teachable moment in an English class, by experiencing the
game’s play the learner is able to identify with the Avatar much the same way a writer
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identifies with characters created.
Difficulty
The play of the game begins easily enough so that the player can become familiar with
their Avatar. The first quest is quite easy; one is simply required to kill all the monsters in
the deep recesses of the earth beneath the Rouges Encampment (home for this level).
Once the monsters are all killed (this requires a player to be careful not to rush into
situations because the player soon learns that some monsters have special skills and
deadly attacks and are not so easy to defeat) the player returns to the giver of the quest—
in this case, the sorceress who controls the encampment—and is rewarded with additional
skill levels. Throughout this game the difficulty comes from increased power and skills of the
enemies and their ability to survive massive attacks from the Avatar and still have the ability
to kill the hero. Also, as the game progresses it becomes increasingly difficult to find the
best tools for defeating the enemies. By the time a player has made it through all the
Strategies
Most hack-n-slash games are not known for their ability to enhance the learning of high-
level strategies (they are not as important as the ability to withstand attacks of monsters).
Yet, there are certain strategies employed by the player which act to ensure the life of the
Avatar. A few examples are:
1. It is often best to not get over-run by monsters with your back to a wall—retreat is
paramount for survival.
2. Knowing the limits of your NCP helpers can extend the life of the Avatar. So, equip
the NCP helper with the best armor and weapons available.
3. Early in the game it is important to collect all the weapons, armor, loot that the
Avatar comes across—place the loot into the Inventory and return to the town’s
people to sell for cash (or if the items looks promising or is mana, store in the Avatar
storage chest). Use the cash to purchase better equipment or Town Portals.
4. Distance from the enemies can allow for distance attacks by the Avatar (cross bow,
throwing spears and knives….
5. Wherever Avatars rush in, they soon die. The game actually requires a strategy of
slow and methodical hit and run approach for the Avatar. This “feels” contrary to
some of the characters’ personalities (characteristics and skills) and may be difficult
for the player to comprehend—until the player’s Avatar is killed ten too many times.
6. Employing Town Portals before entering a nest of vipers or a particularly strong
monster allows for a quick retreat (should it be required, and it usually is) and access
to healing and restocking Life potions and Mana potions at the home portal.
7. Whenever help or advice is offered, take it.
8. If you need a socketed weapon and there are none for sale in your current chapter
(they become rarer as the game progresses) the player can use the portal in their
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7 THOUGHTS ON “INSTRUCTIONAL/TRAINING RESOURCES & MATERIALS”
home base to transport to earlier chapters and seek equipment.
9. When battling one of the Prime Evils, always overstock your inventory and belt with
Life potions (also 1,3,and 5)
NOTE TO PLAYERS: For our next three class session, we will delve into the COTS
gaming world of Diablo II – Expansion Pack where you will create an Avatar to play. As
player you will also be responsible to completing the first level of play (or as close as we can
get in our limited class time). We will explore game Cheats and Codes to better defeat the
monsters and win the quest.
Back to Article.
This entry was posted in Uncategorized by Editor. Bookmark the permalink
[http://bcis.pacificu.edu/interface/?p=3827] .
what is poverty
on January 28, 2014 at 3:04 PM said:
You really make it seem so easy with your presentation but I find this topic
to be actually something which I think I would never understand.
It seems too complex and extremely broad for me. I am looking forward for your next
post, I’ll try to get the hang of it!
best dashboard camera
on January 30, 2014 at 1:53 AM said:
You’ve made some good points there. I checked on the net to find out more about
the issue and found most people will go along with your views
on this website.
Doda
on January 30, 2014 at 7:10 AM said:
I also, want a followup to this repair. It’s fasinating. I after had a repair produced on the
cast iron exhaust manifold for just a 1932 Packard.
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Gdansk
on February 1, 2014 at 2:18 AM said:
I also, want a followup to this repair. It is fasinating. I when had a repair created on the
cast iron exhaust manifold for just a 1932 Packard.
nigeria
on February 3, 2014 at 1:41 AM said:
Thank you for ones very good writeup. It actually was a amusement account it. Glimpse
advanced to far added agreeable from you! However, how can we communicate?
plotki
on February 3, 2014 at 1:56 AM said:
One extra technique in favor of advertising and marketing your internet site is posting
comments on different directories within your blog link.
nigeria entertainment news
on February 4, 2014 at 10:38 AM said:
A person essentially assist to make a lot articles or blog posts I would state. This is the
first time I frequented your web site write-up and up to now? I amazed in the analysis
you made to make this real write-up extraordinary. Great task!
